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Dear reviewer, 

We would like to thank you for your interest in our work and the enthusiastic reaction to our 

manuscript. With four constructive and elaborate reviews, we think we are very well served by our 

reviewers. Your comments have been valuable and have helped us to improve the manuscript. 

Below, we give a response to the given suggestions. We have placed the reviewer’s comments in 

black font and below that, our response in blue font for clarity. 
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General comments 

1) Information about the location of the daily and hourly rain gauge should be included in 
Figure 1 in order to understand better the areal rainfall and discharge results. Additionally, 
in Table 1 rain gauges included per catchment (if applicable) can be added as an extra 
column. The role of the gauge density in some catchment (either hourly or daily) may 
explain the results of Figure 6 – for example catchment Delfand where the MFB has slightly 
better results. 

 
We would like to thank the reviewer for this suggestion, it indeed directly visualizes why the 
MFB adjustment procedure works better for some regions than others. The new figure will 
look as follows (including updated caption): 

 



Figure 1. Overview of the basins in this study: (a) study area with the location of the three 
radars (green triangles) operated by KNMI and the twelve basins (orange polygons). The two 
grey circles indicate a range of 100 km around the radars in Den Helder (DH) and Herwijnen 
(H). The other radar (DB) is the radar in De Bilt, which was used until January 2017 and 
replaced by the radar in Herwijnen; (b) locations of the 32 automatic and 319 manual rain 
gauges currently operated by KNMI. Note that the number of rain gauges slightly changed 
from 2009 until present; (c) list of the basin names, sizes, number of gauges in the basin and 
employed hydrological models. The numbers in the left column refer to the numbers in (a). 
The right column states the used model for these areas. 
 
In addition, in the text we mention that KNMI operates 31 automatic and 325 manual rain 
gauges. This is more an average over the study period. “For consistency with the caption of 
this new Fig. 1, we propose to replace these numbers by 32 and 319, respectivey, and to 
clearly state that this amount did change slightly over time.  
 

 
2) In Figure 5 only the areal annual precipitation of 4 catchments are given and there is not 

enough information to understand the results of Figure 6. Instead of annual volumes for 
each method, another Table or Figure may be added to summarize the annual bias of Carrot, 
MFB and Ru for each catchment. In this case a bias equation should be given in the paper so 
the reader can understand the results. 

 
Thanks for this suggestion, it makes the results clearer. Reviewer #1 suggested a similar adjustment. 
We decided to adjust the figure and add another subfigure with the annual mean absolute error 
between the QPE product and the reference (RA) per catchment. We leave the four catchments in 
the figure as a highlight per year of the results and panel (e) summarizes the results for all 
catchments. We have decided to show the annual mean absolute error instead of a bias, because 
the average bias of the CARROTS QPE (over the ten years) tends to be close to 1.0 (no bias) for most 
catchments due to a combination of both over- and underestimations from year to year. By showing 
the absolute error, it is better recognizable that there are errors in the CARROTS QPE too (we think it 
would otherwise give a too optimistic image). The adjusted figure changes the figure caption as well 
as the text in Sec. 3.2. The proposed changes are (in addition, note that we have added more to this 
section after the comments of reviewer #4. We refer to our responses to this reviewer for the full 
adjustment and added text to this section): 
 
 



 
 
Figure 6. Effect of the adjustment factors on the catchment-averaged annual rainfall sums. (a – d) 
The results for a sample of four catchments that are spread over the country (and thus the radar 
domain): (a) Luntersebeek, (b) Aa, (c) Regge and (d) Dwarsdiep. Shown are RA (grey), the estimated 
rainfall sum after correction with the CARROTS factors (RC; green), the estimated rainfall sum after 
correction with the MFB adjustment factors (RMFB; dark blue) and the rainfall sum with the 
unadjusted radar rainfall estimates (RU; light blue). The distance between the catchment center and 
the closest radar in the domain is given in the title of subfigures a -d (DH is Den Helder and DB is De 
Bilt). The radar in Herwijnen, which replaced the radar in De Bilt in January 2017, is not included 
here, because this radar was operational for the shortest time in this analysis. (e) the mean absolute 
error of the annual precipitation sum between the QPE products and the reference rainfall sum (RA). 
The vertical grey lines, per bar, indicate the IQR of the MAE based on the ten years. 
 
3.2 Annual rainfall sums 
An advantage of the MFB adjustment is that it corrects for the circumstances during that specific day 
and thus also for instances with overestimations (Fig. 4a). On a country-wide level, this is clearly 
advantageous, also compared to CARROTS (Fig. 5). The negative effect of the spatial uniformity of 
the factor, however, becomes apparent in Fig. 6, which compares the annual precipitation sums of 
the two adjusted radar rainfall products with the reference and RU for the twelve basins. For all 
basins, both adjusted products manage to significantly increase the QPE towards the reference. 
However, for nine out of twelve basins, RC outperforms RMFB (Fig. 6e). Exceptions are Beemster, 
Luntersebeek and Dwarsdiep, where the performance of both products is not that different.  



 
The MFB adjusted QPE performs better for the Beemster polder, Dwarsdiep polder (Fig. 6d) and 
Luntersebeek catchment (Fig. 6a) due to their location in the radar mosaic. The Luntersebeek 
catchment (central Netherlands, Fig. 1) is located closer to both radars. There, RMFB generally 
performs better and sometimes even overestimates the true rainfall, which is consistent with 
Holleman (2007). The performance of RMFB for the Dwarsdiep catchment is similar as its performance 
for the Linde catchment (both in the north of the country), but RC shows more variability in the error 
from year to year for the Dwarsdiep catchment (Fig. 6d), leading to a better relative performance of 
RMFB. The CARROTS QPE tends to overestimate the rainfall amount of the three aforementioned 
basins (Beemster, Dwarsdiep and Luntersebeek) for some years (e.g. with 16% for the Luntersebeek 
in 2016). Overall, the performance of RC and RMFB are not that different for these three basins, with 
on average just a lower MAE for RMFB than for RC for the polders Beemster and Dwarsdiep (Fig. 6e). 
 
Summarizing, the CARROTS factors have a clear annual cycle, with generally higher adjustment 
factors further away from the radars (Sec. 3.1). On average for the Netherlands, the MFB adjusted 
QPE outperforms the CARROTS correct QPE. However, the spatial variability in the CARROTS factors, 
in contrast to the uniform MFB adjustment, results in estimated annual rainfall sums for the twelve 
hydrological basins that are generally closer to the reference (for nine out of twelve basins) than 
with the MFB adjusted QPE, especially for the east and south of the country. This effect is expected 
to become more pronounced when the adjusted QPE products are used for discharge simulations. 
 

3) Another question open for discussion is the role of the catchment model type (either 
lumped or semi-distributed) and their calibration in the discharge errors (see comment on 
Figure 6). Are the semi-distributed catchments made of more than 2 sub-catchments? What 
data has been used for the calibration of these models? 

 
This was mentioned by multiple reviewers, thanks for pointing this out. We agree that we 
should better clarify this procedure. Most models, except for the catchments Roggelsebeek 
and Dwarsdiep, were already calibrated and are part of the operational systems of the 
involved water authorities. Calibration took place, in most cases, with local rain gauge data 
for a short period of one to a couple of years. The actual calibrations of the systems 
generally took place not that long ago – it is different per catchment - and uses a subset of 
the time period used in this study (2009 – 2018). The catchments Roggelsebeek and 
Dwarsdiep were calibrated with the reference data (RA) for the periods 2013 – 2014 
(Roggelsebeek) and 2016 – 2017 (Dwarsdiep). The choice for these periods was based on 
discharge observation availability and quality.    
 
In the validation procedure, we are using the model runs with the reference data (RA) as 
‘observation’. Hence, in any case, this validation setup will favor the model runs that are fed 
by QPE products that are closer to the reference rainfall product.  
 
We propose to change “For this reason, most models were already calibrated (e.g. Brauer et 
al., 2014b; Sun et al., 2020).” into “For this reason, most models were already calibrated 
using interpolated rain gauge data (e.g. Brauer et al., 2014b; Sun et al., 2020). The calibration 
period was based on the availability and quality of discharge observations for that basin, but 
it was generally one to two years within the period considered in this study (2009 – 2018). 
The WALRUS models for catchments Roggelsebeek and Dwarsdiep were not calibrated prior 
to this study and were therefore calibrated with the reference data (RA) for the periods 2013 
– 2014 (Roggelsebeek) and 2016 – 2017 (Dwarsdiep). The choice for these periods was based 
on discharge observation availability and quality.”    
 



In addition, regarding the semi-distributed SOBEK RR models, these consisted of multiple 
sub-catchments per basin, each of which is split into paved, unpaved and greenhouse nodes 
(if applicable all three, but necessarily). The number of sub-catchments per basin were: 7 for 
Gouwepolder, 1 for Beemster, 25 for Delfland and 23 for Linde. The reference discharge was 
in all cases the model simulation with the reference rainfall, instead of the actual 
observations. In that way we have tried to be independent of any model dependencies and 
errors.   
 
We propose to change lines 139 – 141 “SOBEK RR(-CF) (Stelling and Duinmeijer, 2003; 
Stelling and Verwey, 2006; Prinsen et al., 2010) is semi-distributed and therefore we used 
sub-catchment averaged rainfall sums from the gridded radar QPE.” to: 
“SOBEK RR(-CF) (Stelling and Duinmeijer, 2003; Stelling and Verwey, 2006; Prinsen et al., 
2010) is semi-distributed and therefore we used sub-catchment averaged rainfall sums from 
the gridded radar QPE. The four basins that have a SOBEK model have the following number 
of sub-catchments: 7 for Gouwepolder, 1 for Beemster, 25 for Delfland and 23 for Linde.” 
 

4) In section 2.3 it should be stated clearly that the method is not in “leave-one-out” or split-
sampling validation, the same period of data is used for the RA, for the Carrot factors, for 
the MFB factors and for the model calibration (or was another period used for the model 
calibration). Explain also shortly at this section why the Carrot factor were not used in a 

“leave-one-out” validation (because of low sensitivity obtained from section 3.4). 
 

We agree that this should be explicitly mentioned. We propose to add the 

following paragraph to the end of Sec. 2.3: 

 

“Note that this validation method was not a leave-one-out or split-sampling 

validation, as the full 10-year dataset were used for RA, the CARROTS- and MFB-

adjustment derivation, and shorter periods in those 10 years were used for 

hydrological model calibration. However, the sensitivity of the CARROTS factor 

was tested by leaving individual years out of the derivation period (Sec. 2.4).”  
 
Specific comments and technical corrections 
 
Line 57 – “In case of a negative impact on the nowcasts, this suggests that adjustment methods 
should be applied to the nowcasts as a post-processing step.”: What do you mean by this? That the 
nowcasts due to these adjustment methods are suffering from errors, and the forecaster tries to 
predict these errors and then adjust the nowcasts? Or by post-processing you mean adjustment 
after the reflectivity has been converted to rainfall rate? 
 
We indeed mean the first, “That the nowcasts due to these adjustment methods are suffering from 
errors”. The post-processing step would then be that the rainfall amounts are corrected after the 
nowcast is made, instead of prior to making the nowcast. In case a method is used that does not 
change the spatial structure of the rainfall fields (like MFB adjustment and CARROTS), this is not 
necessary. We propose to change “In case of a negative impact on the nowcasts” to “In case the 
nowcasts suffer from errors due to these adjustments,”.  
 
In addition, reviewer #1 had a similar question regarding this topic in lines 62 – 63. Our answer to 
that is as follows: This statement was based on the previous paragraph where we stated: “when the 
adjustment method changes the spatial structure of the original radar rainfall fields (kriging and 
Bayesian methods), this may impact the continuity of the rainfall fields over time and thereby also 
the radar rainfall nowcasts (Ochoa-Rodriguez et al., 2013; Na and Yoo, 2018).” However, for MFB 
adjustments and CARROTS you are absolutely right. Hence, we propose to change “(2) is available in 



real time so that it can be used operationally for postprocessing of radar-based rainfall forecasts, 
such as nowcasting” into “(2) is available in real time so that it can be used operationally for radar-
based rainfall forecasts, such as nowcasting”. 
 
Line 84 – “both 31 automatic hourly and 325 manual daily rain gauges (Overeem et al., 2009a,b, 
2011).”: Spatial information about the rain gauge data would be helpful to understand the main 
differences between the MFB and the Carrot method. Please include in Figure 1 (or you can add 
another Figure) where the hourly and the daily rain gauges are located - so that we can have a visual 
illustration of the station density and locations.  
I think it would be nice to have two other columns here to show the number of daily and hourly rain 
gauges inside each catchment (if applicable) or the distance to the closest one (in case of very small 
catchments). 
 
We would like to thank the reviewer for these suggestions. We have applied them. You can find our 
response and proposed changes under general comment #1.  
 
Line 89 – “The RA data is not available in real time (available with a delay of one to two months),”: 
Could you please describe shortly how the RA is adjusted? How is the daily and hourly scaling 
combined together? First daily scaling and then hourly?  
 
We agree that we can elaborate a bit more on how this method was applied. The original description 
can be found in Overeem et al. (2009a,b). We have tried to concisely describe this procedure and we 
propose to change lines 85 – 90 to: 
 
“The same 31 automatic rain gauges are used for the MFB adjustment method, which will be 
introduced in Sec. 2.2.1. In contrast to the spatially uniform hourly MFB adjustment, the 
observations from the manual rain gauges are used for daily spatial adjustments, based on distance-
weighted interpolation of these observations (Barnes, 1964; Overeem et al., 2009a, 2009b). A spatial 
adjustment factor is derived per grid cell as follows (for a more elaborate description, see Sec. 3 in 
Overeem et al., 2009a, 2009b):  
 

𝐹𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗) =  
∑ 𝑤𝑛(𝑖,𝑗)∗𝐺(𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑛)𝑁

𝑛=1

∑ 𝑤𝑛(𝑖,𝑗)∗𝑅𝑈(𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑛)𝑁
𝑛=1

,  

 
 
with N the number of radar-gauges pairs, 𝐺(𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑛) the daily rainfall sum for manual rain gauge n at 
location (in, jn) and 𝑅𝑈(𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑛) the unadjusted daily rainfall sum for the corresponding radar grid cell.  
𝑤𝑛(𝑖, 𝑗) is a weight for gauge n, based on the following function: 
 

𝑤𝑛(𝑖, 𝑗) =  𝑒
−

𝑑𝑛
2 (𝑖,𝑗)

𝜎2  . 
 
Here, 𝑑𝑛

2(𝑖, 𝑗) is the squared distance between gauge n and the grid cell for which the factor is 
derived. 𝜎 determines the smoothness of the adjustment factor field. It was set to 12 km by 
Overeem et al. (2009a, 2009b), based on the average gauge spacing in the Netherlands.  
 
Finally, to spatially adjust the hourly MFB-adjusted rainfall fields, two more steps are followed. First, 
the hourly MFB-adjusted rainfall fields (see Sec. 2.2.1 for the MFB adjustment method) are 
accumulated to day sums. For each grid cell, a new adjustment field is then determined: 
 

𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐵𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗) =
𝑅𝑆(𝑖,𝑗)

𝑅𝑀𝐹𝐵(𝑖,𝑗)
, 

 



with 𝑅𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗) the spatially-adjusted day sum for grid cell (i,j) and 𝑀𝐹𝐵(𝑖, 𝑗) the MFB-adjusted day 
sum for grid cell (i,j). Second, the 1-h or higher frequency (5-min in this study) MFB-adjusted rainfall 
fields are multiplied with adjustment factor 𝐹𝑀𝐹𝐵𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗).     
 
This product is considered as a reference rainfall product in the Netherlands and it is therefore also 
regarded as reference here (referred to as RA in this study). The RA data is not available in real time 
(available with a delay of one to two months, because it only uses quality-controlled and validated 
rain gauge observations), but it is archived and can therefore be used for ‘offline’ methods. Both RA 
and RU have a 1-km2 spatial and 5-min temporal resolution.” 
 
Line 136 – “validated” - Could you please explain here that no "leave-one-out" or split-sampling 
validation is done, because of the sensitivity analysis results.  
 
Thanks for mentioning this. See our response to general comment #4.  
 
Line 138 – “Delft-FEWS”: Maybe give a little bit more information about this system. 
 
Reviewer #1 also asked to give a little more information about this system. We propose to change 
the sentence “Most of the involved water authorities use these (lowland) rainfall-runoff models 
either operationally or for research purposes, often embedded in a Delft-FEWS system (Werner et 
al., 2013).” into “Most of the involved water authorities use these (lowland) rainfall-runoff models 
either operationally or for research purposes, often embedded in a Delft-FEWS system, which is a 
data-integration platform, used world-wide by many hydrological forecasting agencies and water 
management organizations, that brings data handling and model integration together for 
operational forecasting (Werner et al., 2013).” 
 
Line 139 – “calibrated”: Are the models calibrated on interpolated rain gauge data or Ra rain data? 
So the readers can have an idea which product the models are favouring more. 
 
We thank the reviewer for mentioning this, as this should be better described. We have combined 
our answer to this point with our answer to general comment #3.  
 
Line 144 – “Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE) metric”:  Please explain this more and specify that the 
efficiency is calculated based on reference discharge (simulated from the Ra). Or do you calculate 
them based on real observed discharges? Also, please specify which discharge timestep do you use 
for the efficiency calculation. 
 
This was also mentioned by multiple reviewers. Again, thanks for pointing this out. In our attempt to 
keep the text as brief as possible, we have overlooked the need to introduce the KGE metric more 
elaborately. We plan to elaborate the sentence with: “The resulting discharge simulations were 
validated for the same period and 5-min timestep using the Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE) metric 
(Gupta et al., 2009):” 

“𝐾𝐺𝐸 = 1 −  √(𝑟 − 1)2 +  (𝛼 − 1)2 + (𝛽 − 1)2, 

𝛼 =  
𝜎𝑠

𝜎𝑜
 ,  

𝛽 =  
𝜇𝑠

𝜇𝑜
 , 

 
with r the linear correlation between observed and simulated discharge, α the flow variability error 
between observed and simulated discharge and β the bias factor between mean simulated (μs) and 
mean observed (μo) discharge. σs and σo are the standard deviation in the simulated and observed 
discharge. The KGE metric ranges from -∞ to 1.0, with 1.0 being a perfect agreement between 



observations and simulations. In this study, the discharge simulated with RA as input was regarded as 
the observation.” 
 
Line 157: So the results of this "leave-one-year-out" validation is presented only in Figure 4-c and 7-
b, right? Please mention shortly here. 
 
That is correct, we will briefly mention the figures where the results can be found at the end of both 
paragraphs. 
 
Line 190 – “the MFB adjustment performs well in the north”: Is it because the gauge network is 
denser there? 
 
We would like to refer to our answer to general comment 2. We have completely revised the text of 
that section (Sec. 3.2) and therefore this is not mentioned anymore.  
 
Lines 215 – 216 – “The exception to this is the Beemster polder (which is mostly upward seepage 
driven), although the difference in performance is small, with a KGE of 0.92 (using RC) versus 0.96 
for RMFB, as compared to the reference run.”: Can you please explain why do you think this 
catchment behaves like this? It looks quite small when compared to other catchments; is there any 
rain gauge that is positioned in (or very close to) the catchment? This is just an idea for discussion 
(also for the pros and cons of each method used). 
 
The catchment indeed has an automatic rain gauge nearby (multiple, actually). In addition, the 
catchment is located in between both operational radars and therefore is located at a location in the 
radar domain which likely benefits most of the country-wide MFB-adjustment factor. We propose to 
change the sentence as follows: “The exception to this is the Beemster polder. The Beemster is 
mostly upward seepage driven leading to a predictable baseflow for all models runs. In addition, the 
catchment is located close to an automatic weather station and is located in between both 
operational radars, which makes the MFB adjustment more beneficial for this region. The difference 
in performance between the hydrological model simulations is small, with a KGE of 0.92 (using RC) 
versus 0.96 for RMFB, as compared to the reference run.” 
 
Lines 299 – 300 – “For the Netherlands, these results indicate that the operationally used MFB 
adjustment performs worse than the proposed climatological adjustment factor for hydrological 
applications.”: Depending on how the catchments are calibrated, I would say that another advantage 
of the Carrot is that daily rain gauges are used in Carrot and as well in the reference product for the 
calibration. So they produce areal rainfall more similar to the calibration input. 
 
We agree with the reviewer that this is an additional explanation. However, as the calibration of the 
catchments was different per catchment (see also our response to general comment #3), this only 
holds for some catchments.  
 
Figure 5: Why are you showing here only 4 catchments? It is important to include as well the bias of 
the other catchments so that we can understand the behaviour of the KGE values. To simplify the 
results, maybe you can add another Figure or Table showing the yearly bias (for each year or average 
over all years) of the Carrot,  MFB and Ru compared to Ra.   
 
Thanks for this suggestion. Our explanations are given in our response to general comment 2.  
 
Figure 6: Just a thought: it looks like for semi distributed models (j, k, l) the KGE of the Ru are better 
than the ones from the lumped model (except for Linde-h that is far away from the radar). This 



difference can be attributed also to the distance from Radar, but the KGE of other catchments in the 
vicinity of the radar are very low (Luntersebeek, Reusel). Do you think the choice of hydrological 
model may play a role here?  
Another reason can be the presence of daily gauges inside catchments (which will favour more the 
Carrot as the Ra may be influenced more by daily gauges). Could you please discuss also the 
presence of daily or hourly gauges in your catchment results? 
 
Thanks for mentioning this. The catchments that were modelled with the semi-distributed SOBEK RR 
model are all polders or partly polder systems. These systems are highly regulated, have high 
groundwater levels and have in many cases upward seepage. Hence, the catchment behavior is 
somewhat more predictable for these polder systems, leading to overall higher KGE values. Note 
that turning on or off the pumps (e.g. in the Gouwepolder) leads to a very peaky behavior that is still 
challenging to simulate well. We hope that our explanations in lines 201 – 206 of the results answer 
this question too: “The effect is most pronounced for the freely draining catchments in the east and 
south of the country. These catchments are more driven by groundwater flow than the polders in 
the west of the country. Groundwater flow gets hardly replenished, because of similar estimated 
annual evapotranspiration and RU sums, resulting in too low baseflows. The polders, especially 
Delfland and Beemster, are an exception to this, because they are less driven by groundwater-fed 
baseflow and more by direct runoff from greenhouses or upward seepage flows, which makes them 
more responsive to individual rainfall events leading to higher KGE values (with RU as input) 
compared to the other basins.” 
 
Regarding mentioning the presence of daily or hourly gauges, this is a good point. We propose to 
add this to the end of the last paragraph in the Discussion section (instead of in the results as 
proposed by the reviewer):  
“Finally, the CARROTS factors were derived with the reference rainfall data for the Netherlands. The 
same data was used as reference in this study. Although the use of the same data as training and 
validation set is sub-optimal, we have shown that leaving out individual years has had a limited 
impact on the estimated adjustment factors and the resulting QPE and discharge simulations (see 
also the vertical bars in Fig. 4c). Note, however, that in basins with a high number of manual rain 
gauges, but where automatic rain gauges are not nearby, the CARROTS results will likely be closer to 
the reference than the MFB-adjusted simulations. Although this is warranted for the CARROTS 
method, it can partly explain why the method works better for some catchments than others.” 
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